Machine learning, especially the GAN (Generative Adversarial Network) model, has been developed tremendously in recent years. Since the NVIDIA Machine Learning group presented the StyleGAN in December 2018, it has become a new way for designers to make machines learn different or similar types of architectural photos, drawings, and renderings, then generate (a) similar fake images, (b) style-mixing images, and (c) truncation trick images. The author both collected and created input image data, and specially made architectural plan and section drawing inputs with a clear design purpose, then applied StyleGAN to train specific networks on these datasets. With the training process, we could look into the deep relationship between these input architectural plans or sections, then generate serialized transformation images (truncation trick images) to form the 3D (three-dimensional) model with a decent resolution (up to 1024 × 1024 × 1024 pixels). Though the results of the 3D model generation are difficult to use directly in 3D spatial modeling, these unexpected 3D forms still could inspire new design methods and greater possibilities of architectural plan and section design.
Introduction
With the development of computer science, the emerging computational systems and environments have gradually played a more active role in aiding the creating and designing process [1] , leading to the rise of CAAD (Computer-Aided Architectural Design), which was pioneered by leading architects such as Frank Gehry, Zaha Hadid, Greg Lynn, and Peter Eisenman [2] .
The development of emerging computational technology brings new application possibilities in the field of architectural design. As one of the cutting-edge technologies in recent years, machine learning as a data analysis and prediction tool has been widely used in many fields, For example, Rafał Weron (2014) [3] and Cincotti et al. (2014) [4] introduced comparisons between multiple methods (traditional, neural networks, etc.) applied to electricity price forecasting, demonstrating the powerful and interesting side of machine learning in data processing. It has also caught the attention of the architects, resulting in their exploration of methods to apply machine learning to architectural design.
With regard to the architectural drawings' generation through machine learning, Huang et al. (2018) presented their results of applying pix2pixHD (High-Resolution Image Synthesis and Semantic Manipulation with Conditional GANs (Generalized Adversarial Networks)) in recognizing and generating architectural drawings, marking rooms with different colors, and then generating apartment plans through two CNNs (Convolutional Neural Networks) [5] . Campo et al. (2019) applied neural-style transfer to architectural drawings in order to explore the transformational potential of artificial intelligence and automation with respect to architecture [6] . Koh et al. (2019) used a probabilistic machine learning model trained with tile-maps to study the potential of an inference design system for architectural design [7] .
These research works demonstrated that machine learning has great potential for learning and generating architectural drawings; however, all of them only focused on the application of machine learning to architectural design at the two-dimensional level, without exploring three-dimensional architectural spatial design. Steinfeld et al. (2019) recently presented their framework for an application of machine learning, a neural net trained to perform image classification, to generative architectural design by transforming the three-dimensional model data into two-dimensional multiview data [8] . However, as their paper indicated, there is still a limitation with certain practical constraints on image resolution and computing time [8] , and the exploration of higher detail three-dimensional form-finding through machine learning with higher resolution remains to be done.
Based on these previous studies of architectural drawing generation through machine learning, this article mainly introduces a method of three-dimensional architectural form generation with high resolution (up to 1024 × 1024 × 1024 pixels, due to the hardware limitation, the author made up to the maximum 512 × 512 × 1024 pixels with one RTX 2080ti) by training two-dimensional architectural plan or section drawings through StyleGAN, learning the relationship between these inputs to simulate serialized transformation images which finally compose the whole three-dimensional model.
Materials and Methods
Since team Goodfellow proposed the principle of GAN (Generative Adversarial Network) in 2014 [9] , a series of improved new GANs keep coming out during the past several years. The original GAN model contains two networks: generator (G) and discriminator (D), one to learn from the pattern of input data and the other one to distinguish the generated result from the real input images. However, the original GAN has two limitations: (1) No user control-it simply inputs a random noise, then outputs a random image. (2) The results are low-resolution and low-quality.
So far, StyleGAN is one of the most emerging and powerful GAN in two-dimensional image learning and generation of machine learning. In order to illustrate why the author specifically uses StyleGAN as machine learning process for architectural drawings training, there are several remarkable versions of improved GANs listed below to be compared their strengths and weaknesses, and Figure 1 illustrates the main logical process of each selected GANs:
(1) CGAN (2014): Conditional GAN is the first attempt to add additional information on both generator and discriminator [10] . This information could be labels tagged on original input data, resulting in images with better quality and the controllability of what the output images will look like.
(2) DCGAN (2015): Deep convolutional generative adversarial networks are the first GANs which were a major improvement on the GAN architecture, it introduced a more stable training process and higher samples of quality [11] .
(3) InfoGAN (2016): Information Maximizing Generative Adversarial Nets made innovation on the basis of CGAN [12] . With the combination between information-theory and GAN, InfoGAN is able to encode meaningful image features in part of the noise vector Z such as the width of the output digit.
(4) ACGAN (2016): Compared with CGAN, the Auxiliary Classifier GAN added the additional information not on the discriminator (D) but to the input data, helping generator (G) to understand what the sample structure of this class is [13] . It also added an auxiliary classifier in the output section of discriminator(D) to improve the performance of conditional GAN.
(5) WGAN (2017): Wasserstein GAN mainly solved the convergence problems. By replacing the Jensen-Shannon divergence (JS divergence) with Wasserstein distance, the loss function of WGAN is correlated with the output image quality, leading to the good result with ideal convergence [14] .
(6) From pix2pix (2016) to CycleGAN (2017): pix2pix no longer inputs random noise when training, instead the inputs of discriminator(D) become paired images from class A and B. After training is finished, the output results from class B could be controlled by inputting a new image similar to class A [15] . Compared to pix2pix, CycleGAN no longer needs paired images to train, it only requires an input dataset and an output dataset. In addition, it makes constraints on networks by giving another network to train the output dataset back to the input dataset. The whole process is trying to reach to the goal that the result-input should be the same as the original-input. CycleGAN successfully divided style and content, and it is easy to learn automatically maintaining contents when changing styles [16] . (7) From ProGAN (2017) to StyleGAN (2018): By introducing progressive training, the method that networks train from low resolution and gradually increase until reaching the max of the target, ProGAN solved the problem of GANs generating high-quality and high-resolution images [17] . However, essentially, it is a method of generating unconditional data which is hard to control the property of output images. Based on ProGAN, StyleGAN mainly modified the input of each level separately to control the visual features represented by this level without affecting other levels. The lower the level, the lower the resolution and the coarser the visual features that can be controlled. This method helps to generate different levels or multilayer style-mixing outputs. In addition, instead of using traditional random vector input, StyleGAN introduced Mapping Network and Adaptive Instance Normalization (AdaIN) to control visual features of the generated image, leading to the effect of truncation trick as a function of style scale [18] . Compared to the other GANs, The StyleGAN is typically talented in generating three categories of results: (a) similar fake images, (b) style-mixing images, and (c) truncation trick images. The similar fake images share common features with these input original images but look like another brand new design. The style-mixing images are the result of 2 similar fake images. One has its basic content information and the other one transfers its image style to the content one. The truncation trick images are a series of images continuing transforming style from one type to another one.
However, it is still not enough for the three-dimensional architectural form generation. To generate the 3D model from the training results of StyleGAN, the author uses the method similar to the 3D reconstruction of medical CT images [19] . The 3D model is composed of a sequence of continuously changing images. By using the pixels of the specific color gamut in the images, each single image will function as the single-layer model information.
Training Results and Discussion Through StyleGAN
StyleGAN's original paper offered lots of high-quality human face generated results, which is based on its new dataset of human faces called Flickr-Faces-HQ (FFHQ). In order to get ideal results, the dataset requires both a certain degree of similarity and sufficient varieties, such as the FFHQ containing only human portrait images but with vast types of differences in terms of age, ethnicity, hair, expression, image background, etc. For training architectural plan or section images through StyleGAN, it is better to constrain the input data to just plan or section but with varieties of types, functions, scales, details, and background situations. Data sheet of each training is given in Table A1 of Appendix A.
Training with Collected Datasets
In order to test StyleGAN's learning process for two-dimensional architectural drawings and evaluate its generated results based on a large and variable amount of input data, the author collected architectural drawings related to satellite urban plan, building plan, and section as input training data. These datasets and the corresponding generated results are listed below.
Satellite Images Training
Satellite images are one of the most accessible resources when preparing data for plan images training. The author gathered 30,000 satellite images from Google Maps containing cities, countrysides, forests, rivers, and oceans. They are on the same level of scale with 256 2 resolution. Figure 2 shows the example of the input dataset and all three types of generated results. The training process absorbed several obvious features from satellite plan information to a certain degree then generated them out, e.g., the clear sand beach coastline crossing forest land and sea, the detailed urban buildings with various roof colors, and the combination area with small-town and forest which have road networks growing inside. Benefiting from the tremendous amount of input resources with large enough diversities, the style-mixing results are not only specific but also show a high level of differentiation degrees. Variation of output information offers smooth transformation sequences (truncation trick images), clearly shifting the style from urban to forest. The general training results from collected satellite images are relatively good, clear and expected output is generated with ideal convergence. However, the basic resolution is not enough (256 2 ), the scale of all inputs and outputs is too big that it is ambiguous to figure out what architectural details were learned and generated inside, leading to the difficulty of enlightening the architectural design.
Collected Plan Drawings Training
To find out how StyleGAN tries to understand and reproduce the features of the architectural plan, 2000 plan drawings were collected to train. These input data are all in grayscale (8-bit depth) with varieties of scales, styles, and details. They are on multiple levels of scale with 512 2 resolution. Figure 3 shows the example of the input dataset and all three types of generated results. In this turn of training, the convergence almost fails, such that generated output is limited to several types, which are all far from similar to original input. It failed to learn a feature of circle walls which are up to half of all input. The style-mixing results remain on original contents and all of the style transformations are finally becoming chaos.
Compared to the previous dataset of satellite images training, these collected plan drawings lack both amount and variations. In addition, the generated transformation sequences require clear design purpose (just like from urban to forest) otherwise the end of the transformation will always turn out to be chaos. This kind of generation (truncation trick images) is somehow StyleGAN's attempt of applying negative scaling to original results, leading to the corresponding opposite results. It will be extremely hard for GAN to expect the totally reversed situation if there are no such opposite references to learn from.
Collected Plan and Section Drawings Training
Based on the previous plan drawings training, it is better to clarify the goal of style transfer which, in this case, is the style between architectural plan and section, so that the training process will notice the opposite input resources then control the convergence more easily. Figure 4 shows the process and results of the collected plan and section drawings training. It is trained with 5000 images containing variable styles of both plan and section drawings on 512 2 resolution. Although these generated outputs are still fuzzy and confusing, generally they give expression to basic shape and form from the original input plan and section drawings. These style-mixing results seem to be disorderly and random, however, the interaction of multiple styles is largely realized. Benefiting from more information on patterns and features of the input drawings, compared to previous plan training the style transformations from this turn are no longer converged to random chaos, also showing not linear but multiple-style transfer under two general directions. 
Training with Designed Datasets
The previous training with collected datasets has mainly 3 limitations: (a) Output quality is not enough, leading to poor readability and identification of information. (b) Convergence is easy to fail, which makes the training result become random chaos. (c) The difficulty and ambiguity for creators to use when trying to make the design on purpose through the training process.
Based on these limitations, the author introduces a new way of preparing training datasets where designers manually create plan or section images with the specific design approach. These input data will help the machine to better understand what we expect the learning process to absorb and what kind of results we are trying to make.
Dynamic Circle and Square Test Training
In order to achieve the purpose of design that clearly transfers the shape and style we want from one type to another, the first step is to test on two types of simple geometric drawings which are obviously different and easily identified. Figure 5 shows the process and results of the designed circle and square drawings training. The input dataset is made with 10,000 circle or square shapes of drawings on a dynamic layout with 512 2 resolution. The "dynamic layout" means these input circles or squares are not constrained to be all the same shape and location but randomly growing. Although style-mixing results share the same problem with results from plan drawings training, these basic generated outputs hold decent fidelity and clarity. In addition, these truncation trick images show not only clear transfer direction but also good quality of continuous transformation.
Dynamic Single Drawing Variations Training
Based on the circle and square test training, the author designed one single architectural drawing with several parts that keep changing to create dynamic variations for training. These 10,000 input drawings are all sections on 512 2 resolution with fixed rock bed, water line, and foundation. In contrast, their bridges, walls, and roofs are varied within a reasonable distance. In order to make sure there is a clear designed transfer direction, this dataset is generally divided into two main styles: one has a quadrilateral interior space with a polygonal roof and another has a domed roof forming an interior space with a semicircle. Figure 6 shows the process and results of designed single drawing variations training. The training of this turn learned to generate almost the same section drawings as the input data, however, these style-mixing results are still not ideal due to the limitation of the dataset which was constrained to only one single main style. On the other hand, these style transformations show a clear transition direction from quadrilateral form to semicircle form, and some part of them even jump through multiple styles. 
Design Corresponding Style Input through Style Transfer GAN
In order to make the training set more abundant to fill the deficiency of learning resources for style-mixing, multiple styles of input are required. However, each style of the training input should not be arbitrarily designed but should be corresponding to each other with some degree of shared information.
The "neural style transfer" proposed by Gatys et al. (2015) provides a single image style transfer method [20] . This GAN is used to blend two single images (a content one and a style one) together so the output image will look like the original content one but formed with the style of the input style one. Figure 7 shows the input and output of plan and section drawing training through neural style transfer GAN. With the style input of one satellite image containing both urban and forest, this style transfer GAN turns the content image of sandy island into an island city with white color houses and trees growing inside. What is more, based on the content image of the designed buildings section drawing, one style image of the forest's elevation drawing keeps transferring its style, turning the content input into the architectural section with branches growing on the floors and walls. There are 3 outputs referring to 3 levels of style influence strength, from result 1 to result 3 the style is more and more deepened. As a result, with the appropriate configuration of training, we can generate the ideal corresponding style image as a supplement to StyleGAN's training set. 
Dynamic Multiple-Style Drawings Training
Through the training of neural style transfer GAN, multiple-style section drawings were designed to make up the input dataset for this new turn of training. This dataset has 4 categories: (a) Tall buildings. (b) Tall buildings with forest style (branches growing inside). (c) Tower buildings. (d) Forest with trees growing. Each category has 5000 images on 512 2 resolution, and the architectural parts within these images are constantly changing locations. Figure 8 shows the process and results of designed multiple-style drawing training. Overall, in this round of training, the convergence of generated output and style-mixing situation compared to the previous one is not improved much. However, it is worth noting that the style transformation results show StyleGAN's ability to learn both shared and opposite features in the four styles and then calculate the continuous variations between them. However, it is still unclear to understand how exactly StyleGAN transfers one style to another. This inner process requires deeper exploration of the transformation and smaller truncated dimensions. Figure 9 shows a more detailed and intuitive process of transfer from one designed architectural section to another style. This process can capture the gradual style changes between two completely different sections (e.g., from tower to tall buildings), or the transfer between the second style section generated from the original section and the original section itself (e.g., from forest style tall buildings to original tall buildings), or even jump multiple times between different styles (e.g., from trees to tower to tall buildings). 
Static Multiple-Style Drawings Training
Although dynamic dataset offers sufficient learning resources and sample diversity, its generated results are always hard to simulate the original data clearly and accurately, not to mention implementing the exact style transfer gradient between the designed input drawings that we expected.
In order to restrict StyleGAN from learning simulating specific input data with explicit design goals, a static type of training data works much better than the dynamic one. In each category of styles, input images with static type will no longer change but remain consistent. Figure 10 shows the process and results of static multiple-style drawings training. In the dataset of this StyleGAN's training, regular architectural sections of two scales (high-rise and bungalow) were the input, as well as corresponding data of sections with overgrown branches obtained through the transfer of forest style by neural style transfer GAN. There are 3000 images of each category in the input collection, which are all exactly the same and have a resolution of 512 2 . It is expected that the generated output is almost identical to the input, and the style transformation will clearly meet the expectation of style transfer purpose we try to achieve. The transition process from forest style to general style is very clean and straightforward, helping us to explore and master the in-between situation of two original inputs. As for the style transformation from high-rise to bungalow, due to the lack of learning samples in the upper space, the data higher than bungalow could only gradually disappear during the transition.
These style transformations can help us to explore the spatial evolution of the fusion of sections with different attributes or functional styles in architectural design, and inspire us to design new section forms and structures under mixed styles.
Attempts of 3D Generation
To generate the 3D model from the training results of StyleGAN, the author uses a method similar to the 3D reconstruction of medical CT images. The 3D model is composed of a sequence of continuously changing images. By using the pixels of the specific color gamut in the images, each single image will function as the single-layer model information. Figure 11 shows 3D models generated from truncation trick images of previous training results. Benefiting from the continuous variation of the transformation, we can observe the spatial form of the transition state in the transformation of the architectural section style more intuitively through the generated 3D model. In the 3D model from satellite images training, the shape of the urban landscape is relatively clear at the top, while at the bottom, when the transition to forest occurs, the whole model starts to become fragmented and chaotic. The 3D model from single drawing variations training shows how dynamic versus static data in a dataset can affect the generated results. Compared to the other dynamic data, the rock bed, water line, and foundation are all fixed elements in the input images, as a result, they remain in their original form. Both dynamic and static multiple-style 3D models exhibit considerable complexity and spatial hierarchy due to the diversity of input learning resources. However, the main problem of these generated 3D models is that the architectural forms are more or less like simply stretching between two different styles of sections. Even with the precise control of each designed section node (like the split model in Figure 11 ), the generated spaces between them are still difficult to be directly used as architectural design references in a 3D scale.
Noise Effect on Different Layers
StyleGAN found a potential benefit of the ProGAN progressive layers. The lower the level, the lower the resolution, and the coarser the visual features that can be controlled. Based on this, StyleGAN adds per-pixel noise after each convolution to implement stochastic variation, then is able to control noise effect on different visual features separately. Figure 12 shows the effect of noise inputs generated from previous training results on different layers. Each set of results has four graphs: (1) Upper Left-noise is applied to all layers. (2) Upper Right-no noise applied. (2) Lower Left-noise in fine layers only (64 2 -1024 2 ). (2) Lower Right-noise in coarse layers only (4 2 -32 2 ).
For the satellite images training, it is obvious that the whole generated results will become muddy without any noise (Upper Right). In addition, under the influence of only the noise in fine layers (Lower Left), the output simply adds some random details according to the original frame. Only when the coarse noise is applied will the original pixel block develop into the result with a geometric frame. When all levels of noise are applied (Upper Left), both clear frame and sufficient details will be generated. As for the rest of the training results, they do not have a large number of datasets full of variability as in satellite images training, leading to the scarcity of stochastic elements, so the noise effect is not obvious.
Conclusions
StyleGAN has a strong ability for image learning and reconstruction simulation. It is good at absorbing the pixel characteristics of images in the input dataset, producing highly similar imitation outputs, and even summarizing the whole input data into one converged "mean output". In addition, it can realize the cross-influence among the input data through the style-mixing or style transformation.
Based on these generated results trained from various architectural plan and section datasets, there is no doubt that the effect of style transformation (truncation trick images) is the most stable and ideal compared with other types of output. In contrast, the style-mixing failed to generate results in most of the previous training trials. It is not because the architectural plan and section drawings are not suitable for the generation of style-mixing. Just as in the training of those collected data, the result of style-mixing is always relatively better. In several training trials of designed data, the diversity of the datasets is so low that they are directly identified as belonging to the same style by StyleGAN.
The main application of StyleGAN in this paper is to learn and simulate the relationship between two architectural plans or sections, so as to explore the intermediate state between the two styles and generate serialized transformation pictures accordingly to build a 3D model. Despite the fact that the results of 3D model generation are difficult to be directly used in 3D spatial modeling due to the illogicality of stretching-like form, those transformation sequences between the two or multiple styles still produce unexpected results that go beyond human thought patterns, to inspire us with the new design method and more potential possibilities for architectural plan and section design. 
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